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“the jw collection is my legacy business and represents my 50 year commitment to
building better homes, a promise i have kept for more than 30,000 homebuyers. the
promise begins with my commitment to only buying the very best pieces of land in
the belief that building unique neighborhoods in prime urban locations creates a
lifestyle that is ideally suited to the world today. jw collection neighborhoods
are set apart so that your home is unique and may truly be called home each time
you pull into the driveway.
architectural character both inside and out has been a 50 year fundamental for me.
i take pride in being involved in the design of new homes on the drafting board, as
well as walking the prototype for each plan and making the necessary changes to
get every detail just right, both inside and out. character as to what the company
builds and not quantity is the jw collection’s guiding principle. making each home unique and personal for each
and every owner is the jw collection’s vision and measure for success. a john wieland home and neighborhood is
unlike what any other builder delivers to the atlanta marketplace. experience the john wieland difference at
the enclave at dunwoody park- dunwoody’s last great neighborhood.”

the enclave at dunwoody park
2030 pernoshal court
dunwoody, ga 30338
©2020 Engel & Völkers. All rights reserved. Each brokerage independently owned
470-214-5440
and operated. All information provided is deemed reliable but is not guaranteed and
should be independently verified. Engel & Völkers and its independent license partners
jwcatlanta.com are
Equal Opportunity Employers and fully support the principles of the Fair Housing Act.

THE ENCLAVE AT DUNWOODY PARK
DUNWOODY’S LAST
GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD
the enclave at dunwoody park is a boutique collection
of just 36 new, four-sided brick homes set around a
central neighborhood park.
■ each home elevation is unique and individually
designed, with the added ease of low-maintenance
yards.

built just for you by the john wieland team

■ enjoy the neighborhood’s private link to the
dunwoody trailway and brook run park.

THE IDEAL LOCATION
the enclave at dunwoody park features the ideal
location, just minutes to many of metropolitan
atlanta’s most desirable locations. children at
the enclave at dunwoody park will benefit from
dunwoody’s excellent public schools.

minutes to everything including:
■ i-285 (less than 1 mile), ga-400
■ perimeter center and mall
■ dunwoody transit station
■ buckhead
■ midtown atlanta
■ downtown atlanta
sought-after dunwoody location

©Discover Dunwoody

A SPECIAL PLACE TO CALL HOME
enjoy all the benefits of a new home, shaped by
more than 50 years of homebuilding experience.
each home is individually designed and crafted
one-by-one by the john wieland team.
■ four open floor plans to choose from
offer 3,600-4,155+ sq. ft. of gracious living.
■ in our exclusive design studio, personalize your
new home with the expert guidance of one of our
professional designers.
modern, open floorplans

direct connection to the dunwoody trailway

adjacent to pernoshal park
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